Quarterly Geopolitical
Risk Forecast

At a Glance

The PGI Quarterly Geopolitical Risk Forecast assesses countries that
have experienced a changing threat environment in the past three
months and provides a forecast for those exposed to changing
security or business risks in the next quarter.
The forecast is structured by region, analysing trends in Africa,
the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), Europe, Asia, and the
Americas. Content is produced by regional specialists from our inhouse Intelligence department.
Within this forecast our analysts utilise the PGI Risk Portal to
provide both a qualitative and quantitative assessment. Diagrams
and maps are placed throughout the report to provide further
insight into the written analysis.

Ukraine

Watch List

Political Violence, Regulatory Environment
Ukraine faces a period of political uncertainty between the second round
of the presidential elections, scheduled for 21 April, and parliamentary
elections in October. Although political continuity is likely, an opposition
victory cannot be discounted entirely. Russia is forecast to intensify its
efforts to destabilise Ukraine in an attempt to exploit the politically
sensitive period.
President Petro Poroshenko is likely to win a second term in a run-off
against anti-establishment Volodymyr Zelenskiy. Poroshenko is seen as the
most capable candidate in dealing with Russia and benefits from incumbency.
However, Zelenskiy received 30 percent of the vote in the first round, almost double that of
Poroshenko, underscoring the potential for an unexpected outcome amid widespread public
discontent over corruption. Ukraine’s Western backers favour Poroshenko as a source of
stability compared to Zelenskiy, who favours populist policies that might reverse recent
progress on reforms.
Russia will step up efforts to undermine Ukraine in an attempt to increase its influence in the
country. Moscow could encourage Russia-backed separatists to intensify the conflict in
eastern Ukraine, which could spill over to the rest of the country in the form of IED and other
attacks outside the Donbas. Russian has already stepped up its campaign of disinformation
and sabotage, including cyber-attacks on critical infrastructure points. Intensification of these
efforts could result in increased violence and instability both in the east and elsewhere.

Countries are given numerical risk scores for both overall threat
levels and within the 11 security and risk categories listed below.

• Regulatory
Environment

• International
Relations

• Fraud &
Corruption

• Crime

• Environment

• Kidnap

• Civil Unrest

• Political
Violence

• Medical

• Infrastructure
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• Maritime

The report positions each featured country on one of two lists
depending on the threat climate, either on the Watch List or within
the Ratings Change list.
Ratings Change: An assessment of a change in the quantitative risk
score given to a country in the past three months.
Watch List: Upcoming events or trends that threaten to contribute
to a changing threat rating within a country during the next quarter.
The following pages are taken from this quarter’s report to
demonstrate a small example of what you receive. There are
different options are available, as reports can be purchased
individually or as a discounted package.
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Introduction
The PGI Quarterly Report assesses countries that have experienced a
changing threat environment in the past three months and provides a
forecast for those that could be exposed to changing security or
business risks in the next quarter.
The report is structured by region and analyses trends. Content is produced by
regional specialists from the PGI Intelligence department. The report covers:
Threat Changes: An assessment of a change in the quantitative risk score given
to a country in the past quarter.
Watch List: Current or forecast trends or upcoming events that could change
the threat environment within a country during the next quarter.

PGI Risk Portal
The PGI Risk Portal provides subscribers with up-to-date information
and analysis of geo-political events, security incidents and businesscontinuity threats worldwide. It is central to PGl's belief that Risk
Management should be Intelligence led. For further information and
to register and to register for your FREE 1-month trial visit
https://riskportalpgitl.com
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Executive Summary
This report details five threat rating changes that our Geopolitical Risk team has implemented
over the past quarter. More than 20 themes feature on our list, and the report provides a
summary of key dates in the next three months.
Civil unrest is the most prominent theme in this quarter’s report. Several protest movements
have emerged globally over corruption, election results and desired reforms. In India,
opposition to a controversial citizenship bill resulted in widespread protests and clashes
between police and students. These will continue and may worsen in the coming months
amid court hearings over the law.
In Georgia and Bolivia, there has been widespread unrest over electoral reforms and disputed
election results, prompting an increase in their unrest ratings. Iraq has seen a sustained
increase in unrest against the government since 1 October which appears likely to continue
despite hundreds of casualties.
Following an increase in anti-government protest in Chile since 17 October, unrest may
recede in the coming months as the government responds to protesters’ demands. In Hong
Kong, protests have showed signs of a sustained decline since November elections, with
fewer clashes between police and protesters.
Several countries face increased political uncertainty and the prospect of greater unrest and
violence due to upcoming elections. There are likely to be protests in Guinea ahead of
February elections amid suggestions that President Alpha Condé might seek a third term in
office. A May vote in Ethiopia is likely to trigger clashes which may undermine Prime Minister
Abiy’s reform agenda. Israel is heading towards an unprecedented third election in less than a
year which may once again fail to produce a government. The political crisis in Israel
threatens to further slow economic growth.
The UK is set to leave the EU following the Conservative’s victory in the December election.
Brussels and London now face the difficult task of reaching a free trade deal by the end of
2020 after British Prime Minister Boris Johnson ruled out an extension of these talks. Complex
trade deals typically take years to negotiate, and failure to reach an agreement by then could
see the return of trade barriers in the form of tariffs and border checks.
Geopolitical tensions are set to persist at high levels in the coming quarter. The US killing of
Iranian General Qassem Soleimini and retaliation by Iran may prompt a cycle of reprisal
attacks against US interests and allies in the Middle East. The perceived failure to respond to
the attack on oil infrastructure in Saudi Arabia could incentivise Iran to target US allies in
hopes of avoiding a wider escalation.
Progress in ongoing negotiations between Yemen-based Houthi rebels and Saudi Arabia has
led to a halt in Houthi attacks on critical infrastructure in Saudi Arabia. Houthi rebels retain
the capability to target both Saudi Arabia and UAE, and should diplomatic efforts fail as they
have before, it could prompt a renewed wave of attacks on civilian infrastructure.
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Key Dates
January
7

Egypt:

Coptic Christmas

11

Taiwan:

General election

14

Tunisia:

Anniversary of 2011 uprising – protests likely

19

Comoros:

Legislative elections

25

China

Chinese New Year

25

Korean New Year

25

South
Korea:
Egypt:

26

India:

Republic day – security measures likely

31

United
Kingdom:

Deadline for withdrawal from EU, start of transition period

Anniversary of 2011 uprising

February
5
9

Pakistan/
India:
Azerbaijan:

Kashmir Solidarity Day – protests likely
Parliamentary election

9

Cameroon:

Legislative, local elections – Risk of violence

9

Israel:

Arbor Day (Tu Bishvat)

11

Iran:

Anniversary of 1979 revolution

12

Myanmar:

Union Day

14

Bahrain:

Anniversary of 2011 Uprising

16

Guinea:

Legislative elections

16

Birthday of Kim Jong-il

21

North
Korea:
Iran:

22

Togo:

Presidential election

1-18

Greece:

Presidential election

22

India:

Delhi legislative elections – protests likely

29

Slovakia:

Parliamentary elections

Legislative elections
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March
1

Tajikistan:

Parliamentary elections

2

Israel:

Legislative elections

2

Guyana:

General election

9-10

Israel:

Purim Holiday - Increased risk of attacks, unrest

19

Vanuatu:

General election

23

Pakistan:

Pakistan Day – Increased security measures in Islamabad

25

India:

Hindi New Year

26

Bangladesh:

Independence Day - Increased security measures in Dhaka

26

Yemen:

Anniversary of Saudi-led military intervention

29

Chile:

Day of the Young Combatant
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Watch List

Ethiopia
Civil Unrest, ❼ | Worsen
There is a risk of increased ethnic violence in the coming
months ahead of elections scheduled for May 2020,
especially following the recent creation of the Prosperity
Party (PP). In the medium term, the formation of the PP has
the potential to lead to improved political stability but a poor
party performance at the upcoming polls could have the
opposite effect.
Ethnic violence displaced an estimated 3.5 mn people across
Ethiopia in 2019 and clashes between rival ethnic groups in
the Oromia region in October left at least 86 people dead.
During elections both mainstream and fringe political
factions in Ethiopia typically take belligerent political
positions to garner support from their ethnic power bases.
Such standpoints are likely to trigger further ethnically
motivated clashes ahead of elections in May. Should largescale ethnic violence occur the elections are likely to be
delayed, a scenario that would increase political uncertainty.
The Tigray People’s Liberation Front’s (TPLF) refusal to join
the PP has further increased tensions between the
government and Tigrayan nationalists, many of whom
already feel marginalised from the mainstream political
process. This discontent has the potential to trigger
particularly severe clashes between Tigrayans and rival
ethnic groups, especially the Amhara, in the coming months
in Tigray and Amhara regions.
The fortunes of the PP will be closely tied to the upcoming
elections. Should the PP comprehensively win the election,
regional ethnic groups previously confined to the periphery
are likely to secure greater representation within the central
decision-making process. This outcome has the potential to
ease long-standing ethnic tensions in the country. An
electoral defeat or an inconclusive result, although unlikely,
could plunge the country into a political crisis and severely
jeopardise Abiy’s reform programme.

In November, Prime Minister Abiy
Ahmed (above) created a new
governing Prosperity Party (PP). The
party comprises three of the four
members of the former
ruling Ethiopian People’s
Revolutionary Democratic
Front (EPRDF) coalition. The Tigray
People’s Liberation Front (TPLF), the
main representative of the once
politically dominant Tigrayan ethnic
group, refused to join the group and
has allied instead with 50 ethnically
based parties.
Signatories to the merger:
•
•
•
•

Oromo Democratic Party
Amhara Democratic Party
Southern Ethiopian People's
Democratic Movement
Five regional parties from
Afar, Gambella, Harari,
Benishangul Gumz and
Somali regions

Non-signatories:
•

Tigray People’s Liberation
Front (TPLF)
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Name: Jane Mayemu Ansah

Georgia

Ratings Change

Civil Unrest, worsen ❹ to ❺
The threat of civil unrest in Georgia has increased significantly since a series of antigovernment protests demanding electoral reforms and the government’s resignation started
in June 2019.
Frequent protests in Georgia are likely to continue unless the parliament passes electoral
reforms. The demonstrators originally protested Russian influence in the country. However,
the heavy-handed response by the country’s pro-Russian administration resulted in further
protests demanding the introduction of proportional representation for elections and the
government’s resignation. The ruling party’s promise of electoral reforms in June calmed the
protests, but the parliament’s rejection of the bill reignited a new wave of unrest in
November.
Mass unrest is likely if the negotiations between the government and opposition, which
began on 8 December, fail to reach an agreement on reforms. The threat of demonstrations
will also increase around the parliamentary elections in October 2020 if the reforms have not
been passed, as the current system favours the ruling party with a first-past the post system
and electoral threshold of 1.5 percent.
The demonstrations have included violent clashes between protesters, government
supporters and police, and further violence remains possible. Police have on several occasions
fired tear gas, rubber bullets and water cannons on the crowds, injuring hundreds of people.
Attacks by pro-government activists on opposition protesters present a further threat of
escalation. Protesters have blamed the attacks on the ruling party, and although unlikely, antigovernment activists and protesters may retaliate with violent actions of their own.
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